VICTIMS ABSENT AFTER LATEST CRIME WAVE

by David Sarphe

The Notre Dame campus was roused by a wave of crime and violence over the weekend. Two rooms of one dorm were burglarized and one student was beaten.

Officials indicated that the thieves may have been the same ones responsible for earlier crimes, both on and off campus. Additionally, two unrelated off-campus robberies occurred.

Two suspects have been arrested in the October 23 assault of Keenan Hall resident Andy Farah. Keenan Rector Fr. Richard Coyner said that two South Bend residents, Dan Atkins, 19, and a juvenile, were brought to the campus as guests of three Keenan Hall residents.

The two became separated from the students and proceeded upstairs, where they entered two unlocked rooms. They vandalized and robbed both rooms. Taken from the rooms were several books, calculators, and miscellaneous items.

The resident of one room, Mike Travis, remarked that several Keenan residents who had originally brought the delinquents to campus, Security was able to apprehend the individuals. "We found one of the suspects outside from the dorm," he said. "I thought the Dean was very reasonable in stitches in his forehead and three in the back of the head. The assault there were certain related circumstances which caused their dismissal hit on the forehead with a bowling pin which had been taken from one of the upstairs rooms. Still groggy, he fell into the door, chipping his tooth. The two individuals hit Farah once again on the back of the head, demanding money. "I woke up and saw these guys standing over me," Farah related. "It looked almost like they had guns and they wanted money." The thieves quickly left, and Farah immediately called Notre Dame Security.

Farah was later taken to St. Joseph's Hospital, where he received 11 stitches in his forehead and three in the back of the head. The assault also caused a hairline fracture and concussion.

Working on names provided by the three Keenan residents who had originally brought the delinquents to campus, Security was able to apprehend the individuals. "We found one of the suspects outside a South Bend bar trying to sell a calculator," Assistant Security Director Rex Bakow said. "Because of Farah's quick action in calling us, we were able to capture them."

Many of the stolen items have been retrieved by Notre Dame Security and the South Bend Police Department.

Fr. Coyner said that the three Keenan residents who brought the thieves to campus have since been permanently removed from the dorm. The action taken by Dean Roemer was termed "very generous" by the Keenan Rector.

"Although the students weren't directly involved in the crimes, there were certain related circumstances which caused their dismissal," he said. "I thought the Dean was very reasonable in his actions."

The rector was optimistic that the capture of those suspects may have ended the rash of crimes on the campus.

WHEN WILL IT END?

by The Associated Press

Iran's Parliament, the Majlis, again failed yesterday to reach a decision on the fate of the 52 Americans held for the past nearly six hours and will resume the discussion Wednesday, informed sources in Tehran reported.

A Tehran Radio broadcast said the United States was indulging in "wishful thinking" about the debate.

"They are now bringing about the imminent release of hostages," it said after the session.

"This is a rumor with which they want to gratify themselves."

Continuing the secret debate that began Sunday, the 228-member Majlis met for four hours in the morning, recessed for two hours for prayers, and then met again in the afternoon for nearly two hours. No meeting will be held Tuesday because it is a religious holiday. But the parliament will meet again Wednesday to continue the debate. Like today's meetings, it will be a secret session, since the regular meeting days are Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday.

"It is not clear when a decision will be reached on the hostage issue," a spokesman at the public relations office of the Majlis said before the morning session.

Despite student vote

Trustees nix student senate

by Kathy Corcoran and Tom Jackson

Although 96 percent of the voting student-body voted in favor of Student Body President Paul Riehle's student Senate proposal, the move to transfer the power of the largely ineffectual Campus Life Council to the student Senate was vetoed by the Student Affairs Committee at its meeting Thursday, Oct. 16.

The Committee recommended to Riehle instead that he "revitalize" the CLC through a revision of its constitution, but Riehle's move to bypass the CLC with the Student Senate is now apparently dead.

Student Affairs Committee Chairman John A. Schneider told Riehle he felt that having the Senate make proposals to a group (the CLC) instead of one individual (the Vice President for Student Affairs) would alleviate the pressure that Riehle's proposal would cause. The committee said the pressure of having one body which represents 8,000 students proposing to one man would create bad rapport between students and the administration.

Riehle was dejected that the Committee rejected a proposal which had such overwhelming student backing, but pointed out that the Committee encouraged him to make changes in the CLC constitution, and they asked him to report to a January meeting of the Executive Board, something he termed a "major concession."

But Riehle's "management of dissent," as committee member Jane Cahill Peiffer called it, now takes on a different structure from the one he had envisioned, and the students ratified, before the meeting. As it now stands, the newly created Student Senate will make proposals to the CLC, which then makes proposals to Fr. Van Wolvlear, the vice president for student affairs.

The principal complaint with the CLC, which Riehle's administration has ignored this year, is that having Van Wolvlear and other Administration members on a board which then reports to those same people as self-defeating, or "redundant" as Riehle termed it. If Riehle harbors any hopes for change, he now can only accomplish it through a change in the CLC.

Riehle says he will "take apart the CLC constitution the way we took apart the Student Government constitution," but whether or not that means elimination of Administration members has not yet been determined.
Iran lost contact with its embarked port city of Khorramshahr yesterday while Iraq's infantry and armored combat units were contesting for the town and the prize of the bridge to Iraq's giant refining center at Abadan, war communiques reported. Iran acknowledged for the first time that Iraq tanks and infantry had crossed into Abadan and that the city faced assaults from the south as well as the north. "In spite of all efforts that our fighters and defenses have resisted the enemy," Tehran radio said in a dispatch that detailed fighting on and around the strategic bridge that links Khorramshahr with the road to Abadan, 16 miles to the south. The span is located immediately south of Khorramshahr, which the Iraqis said they had crossed yesterday. Khorramshahr city fell, but late Sunday Iran's Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai said at the site of the port city was "critical." — AP

The Metropolitan Opera orchestra voted overwhelmingly yesterday to accept a new four-year contract, and the nation's top labor mediator worked to reconcile the 500-odd musicians to efforts in salvage the canceled 1980-81 season. The orchestra's vote was 78-11 for acceptance, with one abstention and six members absent, said May L. Arons, vice president of the American Federation of Musicians. Arons said he hoped the remaining unions would quickly agree to contracts to allow the Met's golden curtain to rise for a belated start of the opera's 97th season. In all, more than 1,900 unionized employees in 17 unions must approve new terms before a belated start of the season is possible. But accord was regarded as very close in most cases. Frank M. Taplin, president of the Metropolitan Opera Association, said yesterday that he was confident the Metropolitan's board of directors would accept the last management offer "constituted management's acceptance of overwhelming financial need to rescate the performing season, more than ever." The settlement provided for pay increases totaling 34 percent over the four-year period and guaranteed labor peace during the opera's centennial celebration in 1983. — AP

Jefferson Airplane/Starship founder Paul Kantner was in serious condition yesterday at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Beverly Hills, a hospital spokesman said. Kantner, 39, was conscious and talking in his room early yesterday, but the emergency room staff said Kantner's condition was stable and no surgery was planned. A spokeswoman for the band's San Francisco-based record company, Grant Records, said Kantner entered the hospital Sunday. Kantner had been in Los Angeles with the band for about a month, she said, following a record release of their album, "Freedom At Point Zero." Kantner, a guitarist, mother of his 8-year-old daughter, China, assembled the band in 1966, and it became the Starship. — AP

Ugandan troops loyal to President Idi Amin reportedly badly damaged the district capital of Aria, travelers who he through Uganda's eastern region on their way to Kenyan border said yesterday. The stop was in Aria, the invasion there. The travelers said large sections of the town have been burned and many buildings destroyed in fighting that occurred Friday between Ugandan troops and locals attacking the town. Reports from the region still are confused, but it appeared that all tribesmen in the Western Nile region still loyal to Amin have fled to Zaire from counter-attacking Ugandan and Tanzanian forces. The travelers said several thousand people in the area have taken refuge in church missions to avoid retribution by government forces. The Tanzanian army of more than 10,000 troops who remained in Uganda after Amin was ousted in early January have served as the major peacekeeping force for Uganda. — AP

Ronald Reagan last night narrowly outpolled Jimmy Carter going into the final week of the presidential campaign as wavering voters are looking to today's showdown debate according to NBC news poll says Reagan leads Carter by six percentage points. Cloudy and cool tonight and tomorrow, with highs in the upper 20s tonight, and the mid 40s at sunrise. — AP

Partly cloudy and cool today and tonight, with a 50 percent chance of rain this afternoon and highs in the mid 40s. — AP

Inside Tuesday Of Politics and Practicality

Editor's note: Frank LaGrotta's column regularly appears on the sports pages of The Observer. Today, however, LaGrotta parts with the field of sport to comment on the current presidential campaign.

Up until last Monday, October 20, I had never seen a U.S. President. I mean real, up close, in the flesh, with nothing between him and me but the air, 300 Secret Service men, twice as many photographers, and as well every city, county and state policeman on the payroll.

So, when it was announced that Jimmy Carter would make a campaign stop in my hometown of Beaver Falls, Pa., I made plans to get there early and witness the first presidential visit in the history of the city.

"You're getting up at what time?" my friend asked warily when I called to ask him to accompany me.

"Sunrise," I repeated. "He's arriving in Beaver Falls at 9:30 and..."

"You're getting up at six o'clock to see Jimmy Carter?" he interrupted. "I wouldn't get up at six o'clock to see Jimmy Carter if he were coming to my house on a Saturday night."

And he hung up. My friend is a Republican and one of many Americans (including myself) who wouldn't have cared if he were running unopposed. But that wasn't the principle of the matter. I wanted to see a president, and unfortunately, Carter was the only thing available.

So there I was 7:50 on a Monday morning, shivering on the corner of 14th Street, Beaver Falls, waiting to catch a glimpse of the President. The motorcade was scheduled to make a stop speech. Interest groups and party workers were out in mass. Signs and banners were mixed in their support for the President. A march scheduled by the local steelworkers union to show support for the President had practically fizzled. Instead of the expected 3000 marchers, barely 200 showed up.

"The union tells us to vote for Carter," griped one angry, unemployed steelworker. "That's because the guys upstairs got their jobs. They're drawing a paycheck. I got four kids, a wife and a hell of a big mortgage. I worked 27 years on the same plant and here I am..."

"I'm glad to be here in Beaver Falls," he told the crowd. "I always save the best stops on the road for last."

(U.SPS 598 920) Is
more difficult than they are now. There was a terrific division in the Democratic party and of course, that campaign was carried on with such a different intensity, the issues drawn so vividly. It seemed to me to be a campaign which the whole country was into, while this one is more of beauty campaign they are not really interested in.

Q: How do Bobby and Teddy Kennedy compare personally?

A: Teddy is a very confusing figure. I used to follow him around and listen to him speak and sometimes I thought he was very, very poor. He would sort of lose interest and his sentences would wander around. A high school tadpole/tern was often better. Then, all of a sudden, the last part of the campaign he really began to be a rather wonderful and that speech of his at the convention was unbelievably good. It was everything Teddy can be. He’s the most charming of the Kennedy’s, the best politician, the hardest working, has the best aptitudes, knows the political system wonderfully well, and has an absolute trap of a mind. Yet, there is something about Bobby had, for all of his awkwardness, his lack of patience, restlessness with things he didn’t think much of, disinterest in political niceties, which made him a more formidable

(Continued from page 1)

The committee meeting extended one-and-a-half hours over the allotted time, and Riehle quoted one of the trustees as saying “it was the best meeting we’ve ever had.”

Schneider then consolidated the group and presented them to the Executive Board of Trustees at their biannual meeting the following day. Riehle said that no student representatives were allowed at the meeting, which Riehle plans to protest at the next Board meeting in April, but from the Trustees he spoke with he learned that “our position was presented accurately and listened to attentively.”

Traditionally, students are only allowed input at the October and April board meetings, when they are able to meet with the Student Affairs Committee only, Riehle said. He expressed a desire to change this policy, and said that to his knowledge this will be the first instance where a student will serve as a representative to the Executive Board.

Schneider was allotted 15 minutes to report on the committee meeting, but actually took 25 minutes. Riehle said the extra time given to this matter at both meetings reflects the Committee’s interest in student concerns. He was pleased with the Board’s reception and said, “I think we’ve put some momentum going.”

Regarding the campus social space issue, Riehle said that Don Maurer, executive coordinator for Student Government, Rich Coppola, Student Union director, and he plan to meet with Fr. Van Wolfe sometime Wednesday to work out specifics for the new “hangout” on campus.

The group would then meet with Vice President for Business Affairs Thomas Mason and Director of Physical Plant Donald Dedrick for further definite action. Riehle hoped this would take place by the end of this week.

The Student Affairs Committee was also “very interested” in the off-campus situation, Riehle said. Off-Campus Commissioner Mark Kelley offered the Committee no concrete solutions to off-campus problems, but he just wanted to make the Board aware that problems exist. According to Kelley, the actual changes involve the University and the city, not the Board.

The huge difference was that the (Vietnam) war was going on and the whole country was in huge turmoil, really rent by the war. In this campaign the divisions stem from economic problems, but are not anything like the (Vietnam) war was going on...really rent by the war.

Riehle said that Don Maurer, executive coordinator for Student Government, Rich Coppola, Student Union director, and he plan to meet with Fr. Van Wolfe sometime Wednesday to work out specifics for the new “hangout” on campus. 
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At St. Mary's Board introduces new members

by Kerry O'Burke

The Board of Regents for Saint Mary’s has its first meeting for the 1980-81 academic year on October 17-18. The Board of Regents is the governing body for the College and is responsible for school policy, direction and finances.

Six new Board members were introduced at the meeting by Sr. Kathleen Magrath, Michael King, C.C.C., Chairman of the Board. The first, Sr. Theodora Abreu, director of Geology at the University of Portland, received her bachelor's degree from Saint Mary’s of the Wapash, Salt Lake City, and her masters from Boston University. She serves as chairman of the research committee of the Northwest Geology Center in Portland and is a member of its board of directors.

Next, Sr. Judith Anne Beattie, director of Volunteer Services at the University of Notre Dame. She is also on the advisory boards of the Clinical Pastoral Education Program of Oaklawn Center, Elkhart, Ind., and the Voluntary Action Center, South Bend. She received a bachelor of science in nursing from Loyola University in Chicago and holds a masters in theology from ND. Another new member, Mrs. P. Joseph Mandel, Sr. Mary Joseph, of Saint Mary’s and a resident of Chicago, is chairman of the Women’s Chicago Symphony Association Board and of the Children’s Home and Aid Society of Illinois. She was also recently named the national chairman of the Saint Mary’s College Madeleva Society.

The fourth, Sr. Madonna Murphy, is academic vice-president and associate provost at Boston University. She served as director of the Saint Mary’s Office of the Wapash, Salt Lake City, and her masters from Boston University. She serves as chairman of the research committee of the Northwest Geology Center in Portland and is a member of its board of directors.

The fifth new member, Miss Patricia Burke, a senior at Saint Mary’s, is the student representative to the Board. She is majoring in communication and theatre, and was the College’s 1980 recipient of the Saint Catherine’s Medal awarded by Kappa Gamma Pi. Miss Burke is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Burke of Louisville, Ky.

The sixth new member, Miss Andrea Murphy, is a student at Saint Mary’s and the student representative to the Board. She is majoring in communication and theatre, and was the College’s 1980 recipient of the Saint Catherine’s Medal awarded by Kappa Gamma Pi. Miss Burke is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Burke of Louisville, Ky.

The student representative is elected through the same process as are the other members of the Board. She does not serve as a vote for the student body, but instead offers an student’s opinion on matters pertaining to the Board.

Other points of business on the agenda included resolutions, presented by Sr. M. Bertrand Dulski, pertaining to the financing and construction of the library. These resolutions had been approved by the Administrative Members of the Corporation earlier in the year. The new Board was endorsed by the Board. The library is being financed by the sale of tax-free bonds. A total of $6.7 million will be needed to subsidize the same program.

Resolutions of appreciation were also approved for faculty members, Sr. Geraldine, Anne Murphy, and Sylvia Dworski, who retired in May, and also for the Sisters of the Holy Cross who returned $196,833 to the College in the year 1979-80. The audit report for 1979-80 was accepted, and percentage increases in fees and compensation, as a basis for preparing the 1981-82 budget, were approved.

A final review of the changes and compensation adjustments will be presented to the Board at its next meeting in mid-February.

The Board also approved the newly revised manual of policies and procedures for hourly employees, as well as the reports of the Committees on Development and Student Life.

Also at the meeting, the Committee on Education was presented by Dr. William Hickey and Dr. Donald Haring, presented an explanation of the process and procedure for granting tenure at Saint Mary’s.

In an executive session, Sr. Margaret Michael, chairman of the Committee to Evaluate the President, presented the final report, which was positive, to the committee.

The Board also attended the ground breaking ceremony for the library. Due to rainy weather the ceremony was held in Stapleton Lounge.

... Crime wave

(Continued from page 1)

mean an end to the campus crime which has occurred over the past two months. "I think they've been here before. They knew their way around these dorms."

Fr. Conyers said the quickness and efficiency of Notre Dame Security was responsible for the apprehension of the suspects. "I think they did an excellent job. They were on the scene immediately."

Two unrelated off-campus crimes also occurred during the week. On the night of Oct. 22, a resident of Willowbrook, Ill., was burglarized. He returned home only to find that his house had been burglarized as well.

"It was a very bad day on all accounts," he remarked. Losses of the day included a stereo amp, speaker, television, and battery from his car.

Also, a St. Louis Street resident reported a burglary on Oct. 25. The student said that thieves entered through a window and stole two cars.

"It was a very bad day on all accounts," he remarked. Losses of the day included a stereo amp, speaker, television, and battery from his car.

Also, a St. Louis Street resident reported a burglary on Oct. 25. The student said that thieves entered through a window and stole two cars.

Also, a St. Louis Street resident reported a burglary on Oct. 25. The student said that thieves entered through a window and stole two cars.

Also, a St. Louis Street resident reported a burglary on Oct. 25. The student said that thieves entered through a window and stole two cars.

Also, a St. Louis Street resident reported a burglary on Oct. 25. The student said that thieves entered through a window and stole two cars.
Hear Johnny's bloopers

Backyard dishes offer more

by Deborah Meice
Associated Press Writer

PUTNAM, Conn.—When Johnny Carson gets bleeped on the "Tonight Show" by the NBC censor, Mark Kulaga and Portus Barlow clip his head tips to know what he said.

TUESDAY

While most Americans saw only fragments of the Moscow Olympics on television, Kulaga and Barlow watched for hours. With a 12-foot-wide, dish-shaped antenna in their backyard, Kulaga, 21, and Barlow, 32, can home in on a constant shower of microwaves beamed to earth by eight video-producing satellites packed over the equator. Some of the satellite-carried programming is ready for public viewing, but some is uncensored, such as taped shows and news film being sent from all over the world to New York network headquarters.

...Q & A

(Continued from page 3)

political figure. I don't know how to express it.

Q: You have played for the Detroit Lions, performed the tragic in a circus, and boxed several champions. Is that anything you haven't done that you would really like to?
A: I'd like to sing with a rock group, maybe KISS. I've also always wanted to sing in the opera, which of course, went on strike recently.

Q: Some skeptics say you were some­what crazy to do all the participatory roles you have done. What reply do you make to these skeptics?
A: I try to do these things as a reporting exercise that has been done by Paul Gallagher and several others—they've quit, I must say, and I seem to be still doing them. There's a public that rather expects them to be done and wants to read what these hockey teams are like and what the tennis tour is like. I don't know that it's the best way of doing it, obviously there are many ways of skimping a cat, but it gives me pleasure. Crazy? I suppose a little, but not as crazy as I didn't write books about it, then I really would be crazy.

Q: Any predictions on the Notre Dame football season?
A: Oh, I don't vote against Notre Dame! I just wish I was going to your sixth quarterback, that'd be nice.

'Part of the glamour of this it to watch things you are not supposed to see," Barlow said. Kulaga and Barlow own a company called Black and White Enterprises Ltd., among about a dozen companies in the United States that have jumped into the "earth station" market.

Home earth stations—antenna, receiver and amplifier—are scaled down versions of the receiving systems cable TV companies use. But while cable companies primarily use just one satellite and provide an average of a dozen channels, home earth stations can catch signals from any of the satellites, which serve more than 50 channels.

The technology involved is not new. What is new is the price—it's now within reach of the consumer.

... Trustees

The formation of student inspec­tion teams for off-campus living quarters was another major proposal. Both Riehle and Kelley called for increased inspection so that only student-approved housing would comprise the off-campus housing list. As far as discriminatory matching funds is concerned, there is no specific information regarding what action will be taken at this time.

Overall, Kelley stated that the Board "really listened and wants to make the place better." Riehle added that "they understood our frustrations," and the Board "sees a need for acting and action now.

He continued to say that changes do not take place immediately at this university, and therefore "we must be persistent with long-term proposals." As a final comment, Riehle said "persistence is one of Don Murday's virtues.
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In an election year where there is no ideal candidate, The Observer endorses Illinois Congressman John Anderson for President. Through the marathon contest, which began for some candidates two years ago, Anderson has consistently presented the most original and the most time responsive ideas to solve this nation's diverse and complex problems.

Unlike incompetent President Jimmy Carter, Anderson has campaigned openly and at length. Unlike Republican nominee Ronald Reagan, Anderson has focused on national and social policies so that they respect the rights of all social and economic classes. And unlike either of the other two major candidates, Anderson has always had the right words for the occasion.

In the last couple of weeks, I've been wondering why it was so difficult for me to believe that he was really lead. Bill was just an honest person of whom I thought could ever die; it seemed as if he would always be a part of Notre Dame. He lives on in every one of the thousands of people whose lives he touched, and his ministry will continue on after all our wounds of grief have healed. Although his physical presence will no longer be among us, we need only look within ourselves and the people around us to see the little part of himself that Bill instilled within us all.

We will, of course, miss him a great deal, for he was loved by many, although I don't think he knew how very many. I don't think he could ever try to forget his death, and concentrate instead on his life, filled with understanding, compassion, and an "urgency of the Gospel," as Father McNally so beautifully stated in his eulogy. If we let his love and the lessons he taught us, then love for others will be with us forever. For, as he once stated, "Death, hate and despair will not have the last word.

Mary E. Fracell

---

Dear Editor,

I would like to point out a mistake in reference to Mr. Neely's Oct. 9, Rock Trivia question. It was "Wonderwall Music."

George Harrison is the first solo Beatles album, being the soundtrack to a movie of the same name. Unfortunately this is incorrect. The first Beatles solo effort was actually "A Hard Day's Night" in 1964-5.

Later in his argument Mr. Neely fails to say that while personal income taxes have been reduced, increased taxes on foreign corporations operating in Puerto Rico increased. The implication being that because of our policy the net increase in the economy has increased by 100,000. Yet in the gasoline tax, increased tax revenues show anyone who cares to look at the facts that the Kemp-Roth plan has not been vindicated.

In the last couple of weeks, I've been wondering why it was so difficult for me to believe that he was really lead. Bill was just an honest person of whom I thought could ever die; it seemed as if he would always be a part of Notre Dame. He lives on in every one of the thousands of people whose lives he touched, and his ministry will continue on after all our wounds of grief have healed. Although his physical presence will no longer be among us, we need only look within ourselves and the people around us to see the little part of himself that Bill instilled within us all.

We will, of course, miss him a great deal, for he was loved by many, although I don't think he knew how very many. I don't think he could ever try to forget his death, and concentrate instead on his life, filled with understanding, compassion, and an "urgency of the Gospel," as Father McNally so beautifully stated in his eulogy. If we let his love and the lessons he taught us, then love for others will be with us forever. For, as he once stated, "Death, hate and despair will not have the last word.

Mary E. Fracell

---

Dear Editor,

Neely nailed on trivia error

Dear Editor,

President. Throughout the marathon contest, which began for some candidates two years ago, Anderson has consistently presented the most original and the most time responsive ideas to solve this nation's diverse and complex problems.

John Anderson for President

---
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The purpose is "to so alter American society that it could be comfortably merged with that of the Soviet Union."

H. Rowan Gather, Jr., Former President of Ford Foundation

"There has apparently been a cover-fascist (National Socialist) takeover of the U.S. Government."

Anthony Sutton, Ph.D.

"The Trilateral Commission doesn't secretly run the world. The Council on Foreign Relations does that."

Winston Lord, President C.F.R.
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**Campus**
- 6:45 p.m. — seminar, "control of the biosynthesis of winter flounder anti-freeze," speaker dr. yuan lin, univ. of ill., galvin aud.
- 6:30 p.m. — ireland program meeting, carroll hall, umc.
- 7 p.m. — presentation, career opportunities interviewing skills," sponsor: proctor & gamble, 123 overview, general public invited.
- 7:9 p.m. — exhibition, of various grad students, ris gallery.
- 8 p.m. — lecture, "chicago journalism: then and now," speaker kenan heise, commentator norman mark, sponsor: american studies program, library audi.

**Amer. Studies**
**sponsors lecture**
The Department of American Studies is sponsoring a lecture series entitled "Chautauqua: Politics and Journalism — Chicago Style." The series will be held October 28, 29, and 30 in the library auditorium and lounge. All lectures are planned for 8 p.m.

Session 1 (10/28) features kenan heise speaking on the topic "chicago journalism: then and now." heine is the editor of the action line column in the chicago tribune. he will discuss such notable chicago journalism personalities as long john wentworth, willbur b. storey, ben hecht, and col. robert r. wentworth, wilbur b. storey, and now." heine is the editor of the "today in chicago" column. he will discuss such notable chicago journalism personalities as long john wentworth, willbur b. storey, ben hecht, and col. robert r. wentworth.

The commentator following heine's lecture is norman mark, well-known television personality of the "today in chicago" show on channel 5 (nbc), and author of norman mark's chicago.

**Beaux-Arts**
**Ball clue**
Today's Beaux-Arts Ball Clues for the hidden case of beer.
Clue #1: October 31, 1969
- 8 p.m. — Country rock jam featuring the vassar clements band with special guests john hall heartfield radio flyer rich pretzoso & kevin quigley
- chicken barbecue 5-8 p.m. tickets $3.50

**Molarity**
**Clue #1:** October 31, 1969
**Clue #2:** Cold side of a big leftover

**Michael Molinelli**

**Peanuts®**
**That's a good paper, sir, but you didn't use any footnotes**
**Why would I need footnotes when you give the source of facts that are not common knowledge?**

**Charles M. Schulz**

**The Daily Crossword**

**Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:**

```
1. Kitchen
2. Things due abbr.
3. Switchboard
4. Marble
5. Knives
6. Rottier
7. Certain
8. Female trout
9. Good
10. Scheme
11. White House nickname
12. Leaves
13. Vehicle
14. Exclamation of surprise
15. Vicious
16. Sympathetic
17. Riches
18. Knives
19. Man of commerce
20. Certain
21. Horses
22. Female ruff
23. Good
24. Scheme
25. Kitchen
27. White House nickname
28. Leaves
29. Vehicle
30. Exclamation of surprise
31. Vicious
32. Sympathetic
33. Riches
34. Knives
35. Man of commerce
36. Certain
37. Horses
38. Female trout
39. Good
40. Scheme
41. White House nickname
42. Leaves
43. Vehicle
44. Exclamation of surprise
45. Vicious
46. Sympathetic
47. Riches
48. Knives
49. Man of commerce
50. Certain
51. Horses
52. Female trout
53. Good
54. Scheme
```

**Charles M. Schulz**

**Then I'm okay, I don't know anything that's not common knowledge**

---

**THE SENIOR FORMAL CHAIRMAN CORDIALLY REQUESTS INTERESTED SENIORS TO SUBMIT APPLICATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEE POSITIONS.**

1. Residential Chairmen
2. Hotel Information: Bankiet Chairman
3. Social Committee for 1980-81
4. Ball Room Director
5. Prom Chairman
6. Band Director
7. Photography Coordinator
8. Paint Committee
9. Jr-Junior Prom Committee
10. Senior Formal Committee

Applications Deadline: Nov. 1

**DUE DATE: MONDAY, NOV. 3**

---

**let's jam!**
the notre dame student union presents

---

**country rock jam**
featuring
the vassar clements band

with special guests
john hall
heartfield
radio flyer
rich pretzoso & kevin quigley

---

sat. nov. 1st. stepan center
With an enrollment of 980 young men in grades 9-12, the Maristian-run school has a football team with 210 members. Seventeen assistant coaches and Faust direct a program that includes three teams with full season schedules: an all-freshman squad, a sophomore squad, and a varsity squad.

Faust not only directs the football team, but runs the athletic office, he also heads a building fund drive that recently completed a million dollar addition, runs a walk-a-thon, chairs the Booster Club, and logs times at the eighth-grade orientation director. In addition to his many Moeller duties, the 45-year-old Faust has found time to tour 18 states as a highly-acclaimed lecturer.

"It would be like some going from governor to president," says Faust of a high school to college switch. "If you have the capabilities, the previous level doesn't matter.

Faust began his football career as a quarterback for his father, Fuzzy, at Chaminade High School. The elder Faust directed Chaminade football 20 years and retired just last year after 49 years as a teacher in the Dayton-based school.

A three-time letterman at the University of Dayton, Faust continued his education with a master's degree from Cincinnati's Xavier University. It was at an alma mater high school that Gerry Faust first became a football coach. After two years as Chaminade's offensive and defensive backfield coach, he moved to Moeller and established somewhat of a high school farm system for major colleges.

Six current Notre Dame players are Moeller graduates - Bob Crable, Tim Koegel, Dave Condeni, Harry Oliver, Tony Hunter and Rick Naylor. Crable, Hunter and Naylor served as Crusaders captains and were high school All-Americans, as was Koegel.

"I'm close to all my players," says Faust of his coaching philosophy. "My prime interest is giving them a good education. I think of myself as their second father. My door is always open to the kids. "He's a friend of all his players," confirms Koegel, who quar- terbacked the Crusaders from 1974-76 and holds virtually every Moeller passing record. "No body's afraid to talk to him."

"He'd do anything for the kids," echoes Irish captain Erin Murphy. "Beating them was the first clash 15-13, the second time the Belles won the tri-match that also included Taylor University. It was the second time the Belles have downed the Irish this season, winning in straight sets last night 15-6, 15-4.

"We had a definite advantage," explained St. Mary's coach Erin Murphy. "Beating them earlier this year helped us. We knew we had done it, so we knew we could do it again. We didn't have to overcome that doubt about whether we were capable of winning."

Aside from the psychological edge, another big plus for the Belles was the return of co-captain Marianne Viola, one of the team's best spikers. The sophomore attacker sustained a foot injury for nearly two weeks she seems to know exactly where she's needed now.

Irish coach Sandy Vanslager pinpointed her club's problems versus St. Mary's. "Our number one problem was our lack of communication on the court. We played well, but it was the minor errors that lost us the match. We missed too many serves, and that's like giving points away."

In the night's opening contest, Notre Dame lost to Taylor in a full three-game match. After losing the first clash 15-11, the visiting Trojans grabbed the momentum in the second game and defeated the Irish 15-8. Taylor went on to score 13 unanswered points in the deciding third game as they blasted their way to a 15-2 victory to capture the match.

The battle pitting St. Mary's against Taylor saw the Belles come from behind to win the first two games and third games to down the Trojans 15-8, 15-17, 15-8. In that final game, St. Mary's lost three match points but managed to hold on for a win that pushed their ledger to 10-8. They will travel to Gro- shen for a match on Wednesday. Notre Dame will face the Red- skins club Wednesday as well.
Soccer squad splits 2-2 over break

"WHEN MY FRIENDS COME TO AMERICA I TELL THEM: AMIGOS, DRINK LITE BEER... BUT DON'T DRINK THE WATER."

by Gary Grassey
Sports Writer

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. — It is getting a bit redundant for Notre Dame soccer coach Rich Hunter, but the pattern continues.

After beginning their second annual Eastern swing with a gallant performance against the ninth-ranked Nittany Lions of Penn State University last Sunday in State College, PA — a 4-2 Irish defeat — the Notre Dame soccer team turned around two days later and fell flat on its face at the hands of tiny Monmouth.

The Pirates had entered the game with a dismal 1-8 record. "It was the same thing with Monmouth, Upsala, and Seton Hall," remarked senior co-captain Oliver Franklin. "They all played the best game they've ever played and we just played at their level of competition."

Against Seton Hall, the Irish were held to a scoreless tie at the half. Two crucial stops by goalie Bob Rigler, starting his first game in two years for Notre Dame, prevented Pirate halfback Mike Curci from putting the Irish in an early hole.

Before the match deteriorated into a second half fist-fight, Notre Dame's top goal-getter, Kevin Lovejoy, ended the suspense at 48:35 when he lofted a chip shot into the far corner from 20 yards out on the left side. Bill Murphy's assist on the play was his first point of an injury-plagued senior year.

The outcome remained in doubt, however, as the Irish continually botched scoring opportunities and gave Seton Hall more chances than their limited skills merited. But with two minutes left, Robert Rothstein hit a shot toward Ed O'Malley, was assaulted by a Pirate defender and awarded a penalty kick. When Seton Hall goalie Steve Mango decided the ball was placed too close to his net by the referee in lieu of the free boot, he was tossed out of the game. His replacement, forward Tony Cokavis, was in no shape to stop O'Malley's shot and the Irish walked away with their 2-0 victory.

Notre Dame dominated Seton Hall in all statistical categories. The Irish outshot their opposition 25-6. Goalie Rigler and his second half replacement Gerald McCarthy were forced to make only three saves. Pirate keeper Mango stopped six Irish shots, in an otherwise sloppy game that consisted of almost forty fouls.

"I guess it's just difficult for us to get up for teams like Seton Hall and Monmouth after Penn State," theorized Hunter. "But we're gonna have to learn sometime.

CORNER KICKS — Freshman forward Bob Snyder scored the lone Irish goal in the Upsala victory on an assist from Mike Mat...Lovejoy and Mike Sullivan had goals against Penn State...both came on assists from Dannie McCurrie...the Irish played the Lions to a 4-0 halftime standoff and trailed 3-2 until the final four minutes when State's Bob Waizenegger clinched it...All-American Peter Jancevski scored the first two Penn State goals...McCarthy was outstanding in the Notre Dame nets with 13 saves. Sami Kahale, Lovejoy, and O'Malley are tied for the team scoring lead with 14 points...the Irish wound up with an assist

Logan finished the weekend with three goals and two assists to lead the Irish while Peter and Rothstein had two goals and two assists. McNamara, in addition to his superb defensive efforts, wound up with an assist.

Coach Smith's club entertains Central Collegiate opponent Bowling Green tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Athletic and Convocation Center. Plenty of seats remain available for the Irish home opener.

The Falcons finished with a 16-20-2 mark last year and the Irish finished on top, 5-2.
Tunnicliffe and the Arizona of a one-yard scoring blast by Stone kind of a game. It gave me some line patterns. "We ran a lot of 12-

TUCSON, Ariz. — When a gadjet porter joins work, coaches are always willing, you win games by fooling people. But when you win the game by the key to victory.

Such was the case here Saturday night as Irish coach Dan Devine pulled a cleverly concocted fake punt out of his bag of tricks, triggering Notre Dame to a 20-3 victory over Arizona.

With just over two minutes to go in the first half and the Irish leading by only four points, Notre Dame punter and quarterback Blair Kiel stood on his own five yard line, a place where no one would expect a team to risk turning the half over, apparently ready to punt on fourth and five. But after the snap the Wildcats went one way and Kiel went the other, tucking the ball under his arm and running the ball to the outside for a first down and 10 yards. Devine returned just one block stunt, then the Notre Dame option rusher completed a 14-yard pass to doink Dan McGraw on Arizona's Marcellus Green, and he was off to the parking lot on Notre Dame's longest play from scrimmage this season.

"That play turned the game around," said Arizona coach Larry Smith. "We were not in block coverage. We had the return on the play. That was both our outside men went for the block instead of playing it right and to bring their job to safety valves on the outside.

"It was an excellent play on the part of Blair Kiel. He dodged the outside guy and that was it. Our other man had their backs to the play.

But the Wildcats were not the only ones who got fooled by this defensive showing. I thought we made the big plays," admitted Devine, "but we didn't Arizona the big plays. They're capable of making. And once the defense has gotten a block instead of playing it right and to bring their job to safety valves on the outside.

"It was a key to victory.

Oh, but that defense....

The Irish pass rush threw the first down, then the second down, and the rookie signal-caller had two of his passes picked off, one by Tom Gibbons and the other by Dave Donovan.

Freshman Irish defensive tack-

"That's such a tough play to defend against. It's something that we picked up watching films of their Washington State game (which Arizona lost, 38-14). We knew they were a little susceptible.

Hunter, who had just 13 receptions in the team's first five contests, added, "I really needed that kind of a game. It gave me some of the confidence I needed."

Kiel's touchdown sprint, a one-yard scoring blast by Stone kind of a game. It gave me some line patterns. "We ran a lot of 12-
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For Devine's job

Rumors favor Faust...

by Beth Hoffman
Sports Editor

A high-ranking University athletic official disclosed to The Oiler that Gerry Faust, head coach at Cincinnati Moeller High School, will be named to succeed Dan Devine as Notre Dame's next head football coach.

Faust would be the first individual to move from high school coaching to major head coach since Terry Brennan in 1954. Brennan, who is Chicago Mount Carmel for South Bend, compiled a 32-18-2 record prior to his foring in 1958.

"I've never been contacted," said Faust, who boasts a 170-17-2 lifetime record of 170-17-2. "I would look at the generosity and talent into Notre Dame.

The philosophy and environment of Notre Dame, according to Faust, is what attracts him to the most important and challenging assignment in the Crusader helm." Believe me, I have not met with them."

"I put it God's hands and pray to the Blessed Mother, said Faust. "What she feels is best is the decision I'll go along with. It may not be what I want, but it is what's best."

...Moeller mentor

by Beth Hoffman
Sports Editor

Gerry Faust is football coach and head coach at Moeller High School. To quote an often-used cliché, this rather simple statement tells the story of Cincinnati Moeller's 1980 football prebook hits the nail smack-dab on the head. Gerry Faust, who is not only the Ohio football powerhouse head coach, but also its athletic director, founded the Crusader program in 1960 with a freshman squad. By 1963 Faust, whose name rumors have spread as Notre Dame's next head football coach, yielded his first varsity squad. In 1965 the Dayton, Ohio, native won the first of his 11 Greater Cincinnati League championships.

Win 20-3

Green Machine: 0

TUCSON, Ariz. — "The Green Machine is 6-0."

That was clearly the theme among a physically drained bunch of football players in the victory locker room here Saturday night — that just about said it all. It was overwhelming or even all that convincing, but Notre Dame's 20-3 win over the upset-minded Arizona Wildcats was a win nonetheless.

The unbeaten and now third-ranked Fighting Irish have two more tricky little obstacles to clear before their November 15 showdown with top-ranked Alabama in Birmingham.

The Midshipmen of Navy, now 5-2 on the year after their impressive 24-10 upset of Rose Bowl hopeful Washington on Saturday, will face the Irish in the Meadowlands (New Jersey) this coming Saturday. Notre Dame then plays Georgia Tech in Atlanta November 12.

"Arizona should be proud of the way they played out there," said Irish Coach Terry Brennan. "We knew they had good players, but I thought our defense did a better job holding them most of the time."

In addition, the Irish offense did a good job holding Arizona most of the time as well. A whopping five holding penalties contributed to Notre Dame's third straight 100-plus penalty margin in a victory. The 114 yards in penalties liked the season total to 564, a record as compared to those who totaled 26 rushes.

"I think Arizona has a talented team," said Stone. "They are just not the way we would like to get around the outside."

"I thought they were pretty fair all around. "I like it," he said. "Like everybody else, we're not going to be called when I'm called upon. Whatever it takes to win, I'll do it."

Freshman signal-caller Blair Kiel recorded his best day as a collegian hitting on 11 of 20 passes for 152 yards plus an interception, all season highs. "He was really to breathe out there at Arizona, Chris."

Senior tackle Jim Stone, who filled in for injured sophomore Phil Carter for the third consecutive week, was visibly exhausted after the contest. He is the workhorse since taking over for Carter (who stayed home still nursing a severe shoulder sprain) three weeks ago recorded his third straight 100-yard-plus performance, tying the school's second straight 100-yard plus performance margin, the school record was 564, as compared to Arizona's 564 rushes, respectively.

"I think Arizona has a talented team," said Stone. "They are just not the way we would like to get around the outside."

"I thought they were pretty fair all around. "I like it," he said. "Like everybody else, we're not going to be called when I'm called upon. Whatever it takes to win, I'll do it."
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